
First captives, systems-of-records technologies emerge

New normal of market uncertainty and regulatory pressure; 
maturation of BPO; emergence of GBS; rapid automation; 
advanced analytics, in-memory database and big data; Systems 
of EngagementTM and business process as a service emerge.Market volatility (commodities, financial crisis); 

emergence of large scale Business Process Outsourcing 
(BPO); maturation of B2B internet; more intense scrutiny 
on controllership and compliance practices.

Expansion of captives; systems-of-records mature; large scale
operations standardization initiatives.

ThE Era OF 
iNTElliGENT 
OPEraTiONS
a chrONOlOGy OF ThE 
iNduSTrializaTiON OF 
BuSiNESS PrOcESSES

Five steps to ride the intelligent Operations wave
 
1. design, transform and run processes so that their output metrics 

closely align with measurable business goals across enterprise 
silos. 

2. look more objective and holistically at technology, analytics 
and organizational practices - and ensure their alignment to 
the goals. 

3. harness now-mature ‘Systems of EngagementTM’ that 
complement ‘systems-of-record’ technologies. 

4. Treat analytics (data-to-insight-to-action) as a process; embed 
insight at scale into the fabric of other enterprise processes. 

5. consider operations of business processes as a strategic, 
untapped resource. 

Non-linear inflection of technology, operating and business models; 
smarter and more pervasive regulations; new risk management 
needs; emergence of industrialized, intelligent operations.

New paradigm technologies 
become mainstream; 
API interfaces become 

industrial-strength; Internet of 
Things emerges; autonomics (aka 
robotics, rapid automation) emerges 
(2013); master data management 
becomes hot topic and routinely 
intersects with advanced analytics; 
data security solutions widespread; 
data privacy issues emerge.

Pool of sophisticated labor 
in major centers  (e.g. Delhi, 

Bangalore), formation of significant 
labor in secondary (e.g. Lublin, 
Poland) and even tertiary locations 
(e.g. Jaipur, India and Juarez, 
Mexico), as well as nascent ‘rural 
shoring’ and ‘impact sourcing’ in 
developed and underprivileged 
locations e.g. Africa. 

Operations new paradigm 
technologies emerge: SOA4 

vision does not fully materialize, 
but APIs5 start to emerge. 
Cloud based (sharing of IT 
infrastructure, application core 
code and parts of the application 
data), analytics, collaboration 
(portals, desk-based audio/video 
conferencing), business mobile 
technologies (e.g. mobile BI, 
workflow); data security issues 
are first surfaced.

Next generation, analytics-
driven process  operations 

science emerge (e.g. Genpact  
Smart Enterpricse Processes 
(SEPSM)(2010).

Operations organizational 
models mature (large-scope 

BPO and other business process 
services).

Communication tech 
matures – bandwidth 
cost drops, ubiquitous 

connectivity. ERP promoted 
to enable “one company” 
strategies, but technology 
limitations prevent full 
achievement of vision.

Use of Six Sigma and 
Lean at scale for non-

industrial business processes.

Captives mature.

Pools of labor mature 
in global locations 

(major cities in India, China, 
Hungary, Philippines).

ERPs emerge; 
advanced workflows.

Business process 
reengineering maturity.

In-house support 
nearshore or offshore 
services.

Nascent labor pools 
 in major developing 
economy cities (e.g. 

Manila, Bangalore) fueled by 
market liberalization in these 
economies.

Significant pools of 
sophisticated labors  

available in multiple centers 
globally (including in developed 
markets, with more flexible work 
arrangement e.g. home, part time), 
able to collaborate seamlessly with 
their counterparts, enabling more 
complex global work.

Analytics driven process 
practices morph into 

automation engines; new insights 
into global operations emerge from BPO/SSC hybrid design and 

transformation end-to-end 
mature. More mature GBS have 
added front-office work to 
back-office.

Global process owner concept 
formalized.

Rapid automation (autonomics/
robotics) of slivers of process 

More complex analytics 
support e.g. model 
testing, some predictive 
analytics (e.g. after market 
maintenance service cost, 
fraud).

Complex banking processes.

BPO/SSC initial spreading 
of GBS transformation 
emerges.

More complex finance and 
procurement work.

Healthcare insurance fraud 
detection (2010).

Basic analytics support e.g. 
data cleansing, descriptive 
analytics.

Claims processing 
(transactional).

More complex finance 
including some judgment 
based ones (e.g. AR3).

3 AR - Accounts receivable

Transactional account 
payable.

Basic document 
digitization work.

Engineering support.

Payroll.

Genpact reaches 70,000 
employees.

Workday drives disruption 
in the HR services market.

Genpact-Markit joint 
venture - HSBC/Deutsche 
Bank/Citi/Morgan Stanley 
- for institutional banking 
KYC onboarding.

IBM Watson develops.

Genpact partnership with 
Oliver Wyman for financial 
risk operations.

GE spins off and IPOs; Genpact 

– company reaches 45,000 

employees (2010).

GE’s GECIS reaches 20,000 employees 
and matures into one of the very first 
Global Business Services (GBS).

General Electric (GE) – GECIS. 

Amex.

British Airways.

Dun & Bradstreet.

Business process operations 
design completely absorbed 
by shared, often centralized, 
advanced operations 
groups?

Simple call centers 
operations run by Software 
as a Service (SaaS) 
companies?

Convergence of technology, 
data, process services 
providers?

Emergence of specialized 
data brokers?

(e.g. data input) across 
functions.

Increasing amount of predictive 
analytics (e.g. CAT modeling in 
insurance, PHM6 in healthcare); 
some prescriptive analytics (e.g. 
informing front line actions) 
work.

Pharma regulatory affairs BPO.

Client onboarding in investment 
banking – with partially shared 
data across market participants.

6 Population Health Management

Front-to-back processes routinely 
included in industrialized 
operations of integrated GBS. 

Financial risk management 
support at scale.

Pervasive judgment based finance 
and accounting work (e.g. strong 
support of financial planning & 
analysis).

End-to-end financial risk control; 
integrated zero-based approach, 
continuous auditing, and 90% 
control automated. Major impact 

Crowdsourcing emerges for 
small-scope (both low and 

high complexity); sharing of parts 
of operations across end  users 
re-emerges (client onboarding in 
financial services).

Analytics driven process 
practices established  (e.g. 

Genpact SEPSM covers over 20 
process); new insight into global 
operations emerge from data 
science (e.g. social network 
analytics, people analytics).

on internal audit and external 
audit.

Master data management 
industrialized operations.

Advanced analytics modeling 
(pervasive predictive analytics, 
widespread predictive analytics).

Multi-channel client engagement.
Extensive industrial asset 
optimization and remote 
monitoring.

Pervasive trade promotions 
operations in consumer products.

Widespread and sophisticated 
high tech services support.

Intelligent operations increasingly 
integrate operations execution, 
analytics, and planning 
throughout the organization 
- and benefit from granular 
feedback loops.

“Everything” as a service.
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Technology LaborOperations management 
practices

Business
models

Genpact (NYSE: G) stands for “generating business impact.” We architect the Lean DigitalSM enterprise through 
a unique approach that reimagines our clients’ middle and back offices to generate growth, cost efficiency, and 
business agility. Our hundreds of clients include more than one-fourth of the Fortune Global 500. We have grown to 
over 70,000 people in 25 countries, with key management and a corporate office in New York City. 

For more information visit, www.genpact.com
Follow Genpact on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and YouTube.

Large outsourcing contracts 
signed (2000)1.

Large off-shore centers 
operational (2000)2.

Large outsourcing  
contracts signed (2010)1.

Large off-shore shared  
services centers  
operational (2010)2.

Large outsourcing  
contracts signed (2010)1.

Large off-shore shared 
services centers operational 
(2010)2.

1 Source IDC, disclosed contracts   
2 Source Everest Group Research 
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ENTdata science (e.g. social network 

analytics, people analytics); pervasive 
design of end-to-end, front-to-back 
office operations.

More significant sharing of 
parts of operations across 

enterprises matures; GBS scope 
expands and absorbs much complex 
work, CoEs (Centers of Excellence), 
and regional shared services work.

New paradigm technologies 
become pervasive, ERP core 

starting to erode; APIs ubiquitous; 
Internet of Things mature; master 
data management solutions mature; 
Internet of everything emerges; 
artificial intelligence solutions 
emerge; basic data security issues 
solved,  but deeper security issues 
exposed in organizations’ in-house 
systems; data privacy solutions 
widespread. Risk-control “certified” 
system-of-records and Systems of 
EngagementTM.
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Pools of labor mature in new 
cities  and geographies (e.g. 
Poland, Latin America).

4 Service Oriented Architecture
5 Application Programming Interfaces




